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Problem description (1)

- An important goal for lexicography and terminology is to 
identify and classify possible terms and definitions in 
large-collections of specialised texts.

- There are several methods and automatic systems to 
search and extract relevant information in texts:

· Term extraction
· Term and definition extraction
· Ontology construction



- There is a relevant success in the automatic extraction 
of terms, because their syntactic organization: in more 
cases, it is clear the presence of regular linguistic 
patterns.

- Nevertheless, the automatic extraction of definitions is 
an awkward task, because the complex and richness of 
how definitions can occur in texts.

Problem description (2)



Problem description (3)

Abbreviation is also an important component of text mining 
algorithms. In one study of computational approaches to generate a 
lexicon for biomedical natural language processing applications, the 
researchers noted that not handling abbreviations in the text is a 
major source of error…

Speaking precisely, abbreviation is a broad term that describes a 
shortened form of a word or phrase. The term acronym is also 
commonly used and generally means a shortened form created from 
the initial letters of the word in the phrase. Some people also require 
acronyms to be pronounceable. In this chapter, we will refer to the 
most general problem as abbreviation identification, and we 
consider an acronym to be a type of abbreviation.
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Problem description (3)

Abbreviation is also an important component of text mining 
algorithms. In one study of computational approaches to generate a 
lexicon for biomedical natural language processing applications, the 
researchers noted that not handling abbreviations in the text is a 
major source of error…

Speaking precisely, abbreviation is a broad term that describes a 
shortened form of a word or phrase. The term acronym is also 
commonly used and generally means a shortened form created from 
the initial letters of the word in the phrase. Some people also require 
acronyms to be pronounceable. In this chapter, we will refer to the 
most general problem as abbreviation identification, and we 
consider an acronym to be a type of abbreviation.

abbreviation

~ a shortened form of a word or phrase

acronym

~ a shortened form created from the initial letters
of the word in a phrase

~ a type of abbreviation
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Definitional Contexts 
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ECODE
Definitional Contexts Extractor

· Pattern-based approach

· Linguistic rules

· Verbal patterns

· Different types of definitions:

· Analytical
· Extensional
· Functional
· Synonymical
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· IULA’s Technical Corpus
     Universidad Pompeu Fabra, Spain

     · Medicine, Genome
    

· Corpus on Engineering
    Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México
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In this case we <dvp>know the initial and 
final velocities, as well as</dvp> the 
aceleration.

In general terms, a gene <dvp>is defined 
as</dvp> a secuence of DNA that codifies 
a protein RNAt or RNAr.

The reason of that <dvp>is a</dvp> 
problem.

The ADN <dvp>is a</dvp> double helix.
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“as well as”

“like as”

“no + <dvp>”

Filtering rules
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In general terms, <term>a gene</term> 
<dvp>is defined as</dvp> <definition>a 
sequence of DNA that codifies a protein RNAt 
or RNAr.</definition>

<term>The reason of that</term> <dvp>is 
a</dvp> <definition>problem.</definition>

<term>The ADN</term> <dvp>is a</dvp> 
<definition>double helix.</definition>
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v=3 Term has “pronoun”

v=3 Term has “conjugated verb”

Ranking rules
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In general terms, <term=1>a gene</term> 
<dvp>is defined as</dvp> <definition>a 
sequence of DNA that codifies a protein RNAt 
or RNAr.</definition>

<term=3>The reason of that</term> <dvp>is 
a</dvp> <definition>problem.</definition>

<term=1>The ADN</term> <dvp>is a</
dvp> <definition>double helix.</
definition>
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In general terms, <term=1>a gene</term> 
<dvp>is defined as</dvp> <definition>a 
sequence of DNA that codifies a protein RNAt 
or RNAr.</definition>

<term=1>The ADN</term> <dvp>is a</
dvp> <definition>double helix.</
definition>

<term=3>The reason of that</term> <dvp>is 
a</dvp> <definition>problem.</definition>



Corpus Annotation

Head

Name

Verb

Source

Date

Pattern

Type

ID

DC_Corpus [num]

Body

DC

Term

Definiton

DVP

[ TypTerm = (NP, PP, VP...) ]

[ TypDef = (Ana, Ext, Fun, Syn) ]

VP

NX

[ lemma=“...” ]

RM

TP [ TypTp = (Italics, Bold, Underline...) ]

[num]

[ TypNx= (Adv, Prep,..) ]



Corpus Annotation

Genome is defined as the haploid set of  chromosomes in a gamete or 
microorganism, or in each cell of  a multicellular organism.

<DC num=“908”><TERM typterm=“np”>Genome</TERM> 
<DVP><AUXverb>is</AUXverb> <DV lemma=“define”>defined</DV> 
<NX typnx=“adv”>as</NX></DVP> <DEFINITION typdef=“Ana”>the 
haploid set of  chromosomes in a gamete or microorganism, or in each cell of  
a multicellular organism.</DEFINITION></DC>
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Current & Future Work

· Improvement of the corpus

         · New types of definitions

· Multilingual corpus

         · Improve definition extraction on different languages



Thank you

ECODE examples:

http://brangaene.upf.es/ecode/medimit

CORCODE:

http://www.iling.unam.mx:8080/CorcodeAppV/

1st Workshop on Definition Extraction (RANLP 2009):

http://www.iling.unam.mx/wde/

My email:

ralarconm@ii.unam.mx
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